Bendigo
Saturday, 20 Jul 2019

Weather conditions: Fine
Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting
Steward in Charge: A. Blackmore
Assistant Stewards: R. Fazula, D. Conway & M. Bayliss
Judges: T. Morrison
Lure Drivers: S. Baldwin
Starter: S. Manning
Kennel Supervisor: Dianne Pell
Kennel Attendants: A. Blake, C. Blake, C. Lamin, S. Manning & L. Barnes
Veterinarian: Dr. S. Suharju

Race 1
TRIPLE M BENDIGO 93.5
4:57 pm
425m
Maiden Aged Prize Money

Pontiaccon was slow to begin. Murray Nan galloped on the heels of Levy's Banjo on the first turn causing Murray Nan to stumble and collided with Pontiaccon.

Levy's Banjo underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have minor abrasions to the left hind foot. No stand down period was imposed.

Race 2
CHASERS FUNCTION CENTRE
5:12 pm
425m
Grade 7 Aged Prize Money

Party Allen - Late scratching at 4:07pm on the advice of the On-Track Veterinarian (GAR 37) due to laceration to the right fore foot. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Afilie Mikado and Cast collided soon after the start. Scissor King, Rock Like Jagger and Gypsy Shane collided approaching the first turn checking Rock Like Jagger. Scissor King and Gypsy Shane collided approaching the first turn checking Rock Like Jagger. Gypsy Shane and Rock Like Jagger collided approaching the home turn. Gypsy Shane and Cast collided approaching the home turn checking Gypsy Shane.

Race 3
SOUTHERN CROSS AUSTERE0
5:32 pm
500m
Maiden Aged Prize Money

Omar Little was quick to begin.

New Cross Gate, Rose Mikado and Offaly Blonde collided on the first turn checking Rose Mikado and Offaly Blonde. Blue Paradigm and Stan's Hope collided on the first turn checking Blue Paradigm.

Race 4
BENDIGO HEALTH (33)

Striking Gold and Sudden Force were slow to begin. Kraken Glows and Spot The Witch collided on the first turn. Flying Jamaica galloped on the heels of
Spot Tho Witch on the home turn checking Spot Tho Witch. Spot The Ghost raced wide in the home straight.

A post-race sample was taken from Flying Jamaica.

---

Race 5
BILL WILKINSON OPTICAL
No 2
6:12 pm
425m
Aged Prize Money

A pre-race sample was taken from I’m All One.

Cool Rage was slow to begin. Hook Along Flyer and Maximum Tiff collided soon after the start. I’m All One, Ringcraft and Fawn Illusion collided approaching the first turn checking I’m All One. I’m All One and Cool Rage collided on the first turn. Ringcraft and Fawn Illusion collided approaching the home turn.

A post-race sample was taken from Hook Along Flyer.

Stewards spoke to Mr. E. Hamilton, the trainer of Forgotten Girl and issued a warning regarding the greyhounds boxing manners.

---

Race 6
AUSSIE INFRARED @ STUD (1-2 WINS)
No 3
6:52 pm
500m
Restricted Win Aged Prize Money

A pre-race sample was taken from Kiranna Blue.

Our Airman and Little Fernando were slow to begin. Little Fernando and Sam I’m Mikado collided on the first turn checking Little Fernando. Cornhill Rebel and Threadin’ Mikado collided on the first turn checking Cornhill Rebel. Sam I’m Mikado and Threadin’ Mikado collided on the second turn checking Sam I’m Mikado. Our Airman and Sam I’m Mikado collided on the home turn.

Little Fernando underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a torn nail left on the foreleg. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

A post-race sample was taken from No Respect, winner of the event.

---

Race 7
JARROD LARKIN
CONCRETING No 3
6:47 pm
425m
Aged Prize Money

Pursuant to GAR 104 (6) Parade Steward Mr. C. Blake did not act in any official capacity that may have in any way, affected the outcome of this event.

Run The Route and Hadd Bale collided soon after the start. Bundarra Magic galloped on the heels of Select Teeman approaching the first turn. Zinnia Morelli and Where's Jamal collided on the home turn and again in the home straight. Bundarra Magic and Select Teeman raced wide in the home straight.

---

Race 8
BENDIGO ADVERTISER
No 1
7:11 pm
425m
Aged Prize Money

Nick's Never - Late scratching at 10:16 am when Trainer. Mr. Shaun Baulch reported the greyhound to have an injury - soreness (GAR 23). A 10 day stand down period was imposed. Stewards will require a veterinary certificate before any future nomination will be accepted.

A pre-race sample was taken from Hammer Head.

Dyna Jenaya and Lektra Swing collided approaching the first turn severely checking Dyna Jenaya. Hammer Head and Lektra Swing collided approaching the first turn checking Hammer Head. Searching and Lektra Swing collided on the first turn. Jan's Star and Dyna Jenaya raced wide in the turn.
Race 9
SUPAYOU LIVE VIDEO STREAMING
7:31 pm
425m
Grade 6 Aged Prize Money

Belle’s On Boost was slow to begin. Tat Nuggle and Plop Squeak collided soon after the start. Janray Lucky One and Miss Oreo Mac collided soon after the start. Miss Oreo Mac, Positive Gearing and Belle’s On Boost collided approaching the first turn checking. Belle’s On Boost and Positive Gearing Tat Nuggle and Miss Oreo Mac collided approaching the home turn checking Tat Nuggle.

Janray Lucky One underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have cramping. No stand down period was imposed.

A post-race sample was taken from Half Proven, winner of the event.

Race 10
MANNINGS GREYHOUND COMPLEX No.1
7:51 pm
500m
Aged Prize Money

Our Rock Man and Nitro Nicole were quick to begin. Zero To Hero, Sparkling Jewel and Another Vader collided soon after the start. Zero To Hero and Another Vader collided approaching the first turn checking both greyhounds.

Another Vader underwent a post-race veterinary examination and was found to have a torn nail. A 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 11
EASCOM ELECTRICAL BENDIGO No.2
8:09 pm
500m
Aged Prize Money

Knocka Bott, Conda, Maximum Lara and Southwood Bill collided on the first turn. Southwood Bill, Black Rose Texas and Kraken Bam Bam collided approaching the second turn checking Black Rose Texas. Southwood Bill and Kraken Bam Bam collided on the second turn checking Southwood Bill which brushed the running rail.

Race 12
GREYHOUND RACING VICTORIA No.3
8:34 pm
500m
Aged Prize Money

Pursuant to GAR 104 (6) Parade Steward Mr. C. Blake did not act in any official capacity that may have in any way, affected the outcome of the event.

A pre-race sample was taken from Dreamy Julian. Emege Sprinter was slow to begin. Game Spirit and Hagrid Grange raced wide in the home straight.